Cambrians’ Summer Meeting in Galloway 2014

This summer 46 Cambrians went up to Scotland to explore the ancient Kingdom of Rheged and the
turbulent border between England and Scotland where Edward I destroyed castles rather than built
them, and in the following centuries everybody lived in Tower Houses. The Cambrians lived for the
week in greater comfort in the Barony College, an agricultural college outside Dumfries which
provided good food, a welcoming bar and an IT system which needed a bit of coaxing, but worked in
the end. Those who arrived by train in Dumfries and were brought by bus to the college were
greeted by torrential rain, but that was the last rain seen all week. In common with much of the rest
of the country, we had a week of unalloyed warmth and sunshine!
Sunday July 6th
After a substantial and leisurely breakfast Houston’s Coaches came to pick us up for the journey to
Caerlaverock Castle, through Dumfries and along the shore of the Nith Estuary to the castle set
originally in marshlands close to the Solway Forth.

The Cambrians explore Caerlaverock Castle.
There were Iron Age and Roman fortifications in this area and it was fortified again in the 10th
century by the Lords of Nithdale with an earth and timber fort with a wide moat. In the 13th when
Alexander II king of Scotland granted lands to an incomer, Sir John Maxwell, he rebuilt this fort in
stone but it became so prone to flooding that by about 1270 the Maxwells built a new castle further
inland. This castle has a unique triangular plan with circular towers to east and west and a doubletowered gatehouse on the north with the original living rooms immediately behind it. During
Edward I’s wars against Scotland (1296-1307) the siege of Caerlaverock became famous because of a
poetic account of the unequal battle. In the following centuries the Maxwell family managed to hold
onto their castle through several changes of allegiance. However they remained Catholic through
the Scottish Reformation of 1560 and were strong allies of James VI and I and of his son Charles. Life
seemed good in the 1630s and a splendid Renaissance mansion was built within the castle in 1634.

But within six years the castle was under siege from the Covenanters, resisting Charles I’s attempt to
restore Episcopalianism to Scotland. After a 13 week siege the castle was surrendered and never
occupied again.
After a relaxed lunch and several ice creams in the on-site café the party drove to Ruthwell further
east along the Solway Firth where the famous 8th century carved cross is preserved within the
church. Before we went into the church Heather James pointed out the memorial to the Rev. Dr
Henry Duncan who had been Minister of Ruthwell when the cross was re-discovered and who had
successfully campaigned for its reconstruction. At the Reformation the parishioners had preserved
the cross but it had been toppled and buried in 1642; it was dug up in 1802 and re-erected in the
manse garden, but in 1887 was brought into a specially built apse added to the church. The Rev. Dr
Duncan was also famous as the founder of the Savings Bank movement.

A shaft of sunlight illuminates the Ruthwell Cross

Jeremy Knight spoke in the church about the cross and its iconography. The cross has lost its
horizontal cross arms (replaced in 1802 with some strangely Masonic imagery) but is otherwise
virtually intact and standing to a great height (5.2m). The two sides are decorated with continuous
panels of ‘inhabited vine scroll’ bordered with runic inscriptions which are extracts from the famous
Anglo-Saxon poem, The Dream of the Rood. The front and the back of the shaft carry figural images:
on the front from the top: St John the Baptist holding the Lamb, Christ in Majesty; St Paul and St
Antony (the Desert Fathers) and the Flight into Egypt; on the back from the top: the Visitation, Christ
and Mary Magdalen, the blind man cured, the Annunciation and the Crucifixion. These panels are
bordered by inscriptions in Latin which identify the scenes.
This sequence and choice of images is almost entirely different from the Irish High Crosses and this
cross is the product of an Anglo-Saxon sculptural school with origins in Northumbria. The
appearance in Rheged of this cross, and similar crosses at Closeburn and Thornhill, represents the
impact of eastern ideas in the wake of military penetration up the Nith valley in the early 8th century.
From Ruthwell the bus brought us across country to Lochmaben Castle. The surviving stonework
here is that of a late 14th century castle but the peninsula, jutting out into Castle Loch just south of
Lochmaben town, was occupied with earth and wooden defences much earlier. The Bruces were
lords of this area and their castle here was taken by Edward I in 1298 and was held by English
supporters until 1384. The present stone ruins, including a tall entrance across a canal which divides
the inner and outer wards of Edward’s peel platforms, became a royal castle, occasionally the
residence of King James IV.
From here Professor Manning was able to point out the Roman fort and siegeworks visible on the
slopes of Burnswark above Ecclefechan (a complex of earthworks inaccessible to coaches).
In the evening, after dinner, there was a showing of a DVD on the Border Reivers, provided by
Heather James as a historical introduction to the many Tower Houses we would be seeing during the
coming week.
Monday July 7th
The first visit of the day was to Sweetheart Abbey on the eastern side of the Nith estuary, nearly
opposite where we had been the previous day at Caerlaverock. Here we were met by Adrian Cox of
Historic Scotland who stayed with us for the whole day, giving us the benefit of his enormous
knowledge of the sites and an insight into the work of Historic Scotland.

Adrian Cox of Historic Scotland guides the Cambrians at Sweetheart Abbey
Sweetheart Abbey is one of the latest Cistercian abbeys to be founded in Scotland. It was the
daughter house of Dundrennan and was founded in 1273 by the Lady Devorguilla, daughter of Alan
Lord of Galloway, a member of the truly native aristocracy and a wealthy and powerful woman in
her own right. Her husband, Sir John Balliol, a landowner from the north of England played a role in
Scottish politics because of his association with Henry II of England and the position of his wife. He
was the founder of Balliol College in Oxford, but it was her money that secured the future of the
foundation. They had nine children many of whom died before their parents, but their fourth son
briefly became King of Scotland (1292-6) during the Wars of Independence. Sir John died in 1268 and
Devorguilla had his heart embalmed and carried it with her for the rest of her life. When she died in
1289 she was buried in the abbey with the casket containing her husband’s heart and New Abbey
became known as Sweetheart Abbey. Edward I stayed at the abbey during his campaign against
Galloway in 1300 but it was never a particularly wealthy monastery.
The abbey church survives well but the cloisters have completely disappeared under the modern
graveyard. However the precinct wall of the abbey is exceptionally well preserved, built of
enormous beech boulders, and we were taken to see the best stretches of it. We were also shown
the conservation work carried out on the tower of the central crossing and taken to look at the
remains of the grave of Devorguilla holding the heart of her husband. We admired the unusual
window of the south transept and realised later, at Dundrennan and Lincluden, that the treatment
of windows in Galloway was often rather surprising.
At coffee time the priorities of Cambrians varied; some patronised the nearby café, others made a
brief visit to the 18th century corn mill in the village, and others traced the monastic enclosure. We
then returned to the bus to drive down the coast to Rockliffe to meet up with David Longley who
had driven up from Anglesey that morning to show us the site of the Mote of Mark. Much of the
land around Rockliffe belongs to the Scottish National Trust but there is no easy track up to the
summit of the rocky hill that is the Mote of Mark. However there is a good path down to the estuary
of the Water of Urr where a stone jetty provided a platform from which all the party could get a

good look at the site and appreciate the location of this Dark Age trading post in relation to the
sheltered estuary and the broader Solway Firth.

Returning from the jetty at the Water of Urr after viewing the Mote of Mark with David Longley.
Lunch was taken in Dalbeatie at the Granite Café where very good soup and sandwiches were
available. Orchardton Tower a short way west of the town was reached by a rather narrow road and
after the party disembarked the bus had to go forward to find somewhere to turn. It did not return
for some time!
Orchardton Tower is unique in being circular in plan though the general scheme of the family
accommodation is similar to the common square tower houses of the area – a vertical arrangement
of cellar, hall and bedrooms, with access at roof level to the wall walk from which intruders could be
attacked. Beside the tower are normally a larger, more public hall with cellar and kitchen below. At
Orchardton these rooms are very ruined, but the tower is completely intact and the wall walk
provides beautiful views of the surrounding countryside. Its history is not well known but the
builder is thought to be John Cairns, who acquired Orchardton in 1456. The date suggests that Cairns
benefited from the redistribution of lands when the powerful Douglases were overthrown. He may
have been related to the Douglas’s steward. In the 18th century the Cairns family became rather
disreputable and were noted Jacobites.

Adrian Cox guides Cambrians at Orchardton Tower.
From Orchardton it was a short drive to Dundrennan Abbey. This Cistercian Abbey was founded in
1142 from Rievaulx in Yorkshire and was in turn the mother house of Sweetheart Abbey. It was a
much wealthier monastery (at least until the wars with England deprived it of access to its Irish
estates) with a very large church (nave 18m wide and 40m long to the crossing) and a fine Chapter
House. The nave has been completely razed to the ground but the transepts survive well and a
study of their windows reveals a change of style with rounded Romanesque windows in the north
transept and pointed arches in the south. A very interesting series of grave effigies survives in the
Chapter House and in the cellar range where the remains of a very elaborate crossing screen have
been re-assembled. Mary Queen of Scots spent her last night in Scotland here in 1568.
We returned to Barony College via Kirkudbright and the Tongland Bridge (one of Thomas Telford’s
early designs before he left Scotland for Shropshire and a brighter career). We diverted onto one of
the 18th century military roads near the Motte or Urr and returned to the main road via Milton Loch
but only caught a very brief glimpse of the famous crannog in the lake because of the growth of
trees around the shore. Crannogs, artificial islands occupied in the later prehistoric period and in the
first few centuries AD, are particularly common in south west Scotland. The one in Milton Loch was
one of the first to be excavated.
In the evening David Longley lectured on the excavations on the Mote of Mark, those of Alexander
Curle in 1913 and his own, with Dr Lloyd Laing, in 1973 and 1979. Mote of Mark was one of the
strong points in the Kingdom of Rheged in the 6th century when Urien and his son Owain were
celebrated by Taliesin in the earliest poetry surviving in the British language. The excavations
produced many clay moulds, evidence of metalworking on site, and fragments of continental
glassware and pottery all of which suggested a settlement of high status engaged in sea-borne
trading. Some of this material was seen the next day in Dumfries Museum and similar material was
exhibited at Whithorn, visited on Friday. This settlement was protected by ramparts with elaborate
timber-lacing. The ramparts had clearly been attacked and burnt, evidence of the struggle between
Rheged and Northumbria in the 7-8th centuries.
Tuesday July 8th

David Longley was the guide again at Lincluden College beside the river Nith. This was the site of
the first nunnery in Galloway founded in the mid-12th century, possibly by Cluniac nuns, at the
invitation of Uchtred, son of Fergus, Lord of Galloway. Nothing remains of this nunnery which was
suppressed (for alleged immorality) in 1389 by Archibald 3rd Earl of Douglas who replaced it with a
College of secular Canons headed by a Provost. The very elaborate late Gothic church which
survives (possibly unfinished) belongs to this re-foundation. The beautiful mural tomb (Margaret,
daughter of King Robert III, wife to the 4th Earl Douglas), piscina and decorated doorways are the
work of the French architect and sculptor, John Morow. The windows here present some puzzles.
Very little remains of the domestic quarters, but the provost’s house survives well, re-used in postReformation contexts, with added gun-ports. A knot garden has been re-created to the east,
overlooked by the remains of a large 11th century motte, converted to a viewing mound.
The new ‘public art’ at the entrance to the surrounding housing estate – a rhinoceros mother and
child -- caused interest. Apparently it was the choice of the inhabitants; there are neither records
nor legends of rhinoceroses in Dumfries.
Dumfries Museum formed the starting point for an exploration of the town. Everyone claimed that
they knew what a camera obscura was; but it transpired that no one had ever seen one before, and
certainly not one that was completely unchanged since it was built and opened to the public in the
mid 18th century. Groups of no more than 15 could go in at once. While waiting there was plenty to
interest everyone in the attached museum. The Closeburn Cross and other decorated grave stones
related to the Ruthwell Cross were well displayed in the base of the windmill tower which held the
camera. In the main galleries were several notable archaeological finds, including some of the
material from the Mote of Mark and the early plough from Lochmaben Castle Loch.
After the visit to the museum members were free to wander around the old town, to follow in the
footsteps of Robert Burns and eat and drink in the old pubs which he frequented, or to admire the
old bridge over the Nith called after the Lady Devorguilla and visit the Bridge House museum. Most
people found their way to Burn’s house in what is now called Burns Street and the nearby St
Michael’s church where he is buried in a churchyard with a lot of other very interesting graves of the
late 18th and early 19th century.

Retiring President Dr Sian Rees congratulates the new President, Professor Bill Manning.
That evening saw the Installation of the new President, Professor W. H. Manning Professor Emeritus
of Roman Archaeology at Cardiff University, by the out-going President, Dr Sian Rees. Professor
Manning delivered his Presidential Address: Roman Wales, Past, Present and Future. In this lecture

he reviewed the changes in our view of Roman activity in Wales measured through the 3 editions of
the Roman Frontier in Wales, considering the reputations of the various governors, the strategy of
military control through the new camp and fort discoveries and the relationship of the Romans with
the native population and the growing economy of the countryside. Views had changed dramatically
and would continue to change in the future. After the lecture everyone joined Professor and Mrs
Manning at an enjoyable wine reception.
Wednesday July 9th
The first visit of the day was to the Twelve Apostles Stone Circle a few miles north of Dumfries
where Frances Lynch spoke about the monument in the bus which gave height to the view of this
very large circle whose plan is difficult to appreciate from ground level. The circle has lost several
stones and those that remain are variable in shape and size. Air photographs show that there were
other Neolithic ceremonial sites on this plateau – 2 cursus monuments of Early Neolithic date and
another big ditched circle which, like the Circle, probably belongs to the Late Neolithic (c. 3000 BC).
Most of the rest of the day was spent on the estate of the Dukes of Buccleuch, at Drumlanrig, at the
mausoleum at Durisdeer and in their estate town of Thornhill.

The first of two parties of Cambrians prepares to enter Drumlanrigg Castle on a guided tour.
Drumlanrig had its origin in a castle first noted in 1492 but this building has been completely
engulfed in a great Renaissance house of pink sandstone built around a square courtyard with four
projecting towers at the corners topped with a multiplicity of onion domes and pinnacles. The
central facades are lower and have pedimented windows similar, but plainer than those on the
Maxwell house at Caerlaverock. It stands on a balustraded terrace overlooking a great formal
garden on all four sides. This new house was first planned in 1618 but in fact not achieved until
1673 when William Douglas, the 1st Duke of Queensberry was approaching the height of his power
as Scotland’s Lord High Commissioner. The official tours of the house were managed with great
efficiency and delivered a great deal of information about the house and the family from the 17th to
the 21st century with humour and affection. Our two groups were skilfully delivered to the ducal

restaurant in time for lunch. After lunch members were free to wander around the gardens, artists’
studios and gift shops until we set off for the church at Durisdeer.
The site of Durisdeer church is an old one, as befits a church on a Roman road with the remains of a
small fort further up the pass, but the present building is of the 18th century and presents an austere
facade to the village square. The interior of the Scottish Episcopalian church is also very plain and
filled with enclosed pine pews. Each had a narrow table in the centre and an additional seat which
could be folded across the door – preventing escape!
However the main interest of the church lies in the Queensbury Aisle added to the back of the
building as a mausoleum to the Douglas family. The entrance to the vault below was covered by an
exotic marble baldachin supported on four ‘barley sugar’ columns commissioned by the 1st Duke in
1694, and on the back wall is the exceptional monument by the Dutch artist, John van Nost, to the
2nd Duke, James Douglas (known as the Union Duke for his role in the Act of Union) and his wife,
Mary. She died in 1709 and he in 1711 and they are buried together in the vault. The white marble
effigies lie below an elegant Latin inscription supported by flying putti on a black marble background,
very reminiscent of the Middleton monuments seen by the Cambrians at Chirk this Easter – grander
but perhaps less moving.

From beneath an ornate baldachino, the Cambrians ponder the iconography of the Douglas
monument.
On leaving the church the party returned south to visit the estate town of Thornhill. The first visit
was to the 9th century cross still on its original site at a crossing of the river Nith. The cross is later
than the Ruthwell Cross but would have been very similar in shape when complete (the head is
damaged). It too has vine scroll decoration, but not the deeply cut figural images. The panels on
front and back are rather worn but clearly contain animals, back to back with their limbs extending
into complex interlaced patterns. Despite being visible from the main road it is difficult to get to, but
most of the Cambrians managed to get over the ditch and fence! People were able to recover from
that exertion in the cafés of Thornhill and to look at the town, much of it built by the Dukes in the
18th century.

The lecture on Wednesday evening was by Dr Adrian Maldonado Ramirez, originally from the
University of Glasgow where he did his PhD on Whithorn, but now working at the University of
Chester. He spoke about the current views on the role of Whithorn and St Ninian (or Uninniau) in
the establishment of Christianity in Scotland. Basing himself on the study of the inscribed stones
and gravestones at Whithorn and Kirkmadrine (on the westernmost peninsula of Galloway) and on
the results of excavations at Whithorn in the 1990s he suggested that Whithorn had a Christian
community in the 5th century (Latinus stone), but it was probably a secular community then, as at
Mote of Mark. In Kirkmadrine in the 6th century, however, there does seem to have been a
monastery and in the 9th century there is certainly an important church founded/re-founded at
Whithorn which went on to became the more important site. This lecture proved an ideal
introduction to the site which we were to visit on Friday.
Thursday July 10th
The first visit of the day – to the megalithic tombs at Cairnholy – might have proved our last, but for
the skill of our driver. It had been feared that the walk might have been too steep and too far for
several members who would be taken instead to a nearby Tower House. But Brian was prepared to
take the bus up the steep narrow road to the top where, within sight of the tombs, a sharp bend
defeated him. Happily, with the bus emptied, he was able to turn it in a field and bring us down
safely.
Frances Lynch introduced the two tombs, excavated in 1949 by Stuart Piggott and Terence Powell,
which are particularly characteristic of the Clyde Tombs of south-west Scotland. Cairnholy I has an
impressive facade defining a ceremonial forecourt at the entrance to the tomb. This is not present
at Cairnholy II which has only the high portal stones. Both have a formally closed back chamber and
this element is now generally agreed, following the work of Jack Scott, to be the initial burial
structure, to which was added a front chamber and then a tall portal and, in the case of Cairnholy I,
the facade. This analysis has been very influential in developing understanding of how ideas were
exchanged and modified amongst Neolithic communities around the Irish Sea.

Continuing splendid weather at Carnholy megalithic tombs.
Safely at sea level, the party proceeded to the modest Tower House at Carsluith which had the
added attraction of a small café and a smokery. Both were well patronised. Carsluith is a small
square tower with a first floor hall, and bedrooms and a corbelled wall-walk above. It was built in

the later 14th century but enlarged in the later 16th when it came into the hands of the Broun family
who added the stair tower and a timber gallery overlooking the entrance and the enclosed
courtyard.
The Tower House or Castle at Cardoness was the next site visited. This was a larger establishment
belonging to a more prominent family, the McCullochs. It was a seriously defensible castle, built on
a steep hill close to the coast and with a substantial tower which had been surrounded by an outer
defensive wall and had three ranges of buildings at its foot. There was a prison within the basement
of the tower and some of the earliest gun loops in Scotland. But nevertheless the stonework of the
windows and fireplaces indicate that it was also an impressive and elegant residence.
The afternoon was spent in the Artists’ Town of Kirkcudbright. The town had much to offer: a good
lunch; another Tower House – MacLellan’s Castle, ruined since the 18th century but still impressive;
the Tolbooth Arts Centre based in the 17th century Tolbooth, which served previously as the Town
Council offices, Burgh and Sheriff courts and the criminal and debtor’s prison; Broughton House the
home of the artist E.J Hornel with a beautiful garden, now owned by the National Trust for Scotland;
the idiosyncratic Stewartry Museum and, in the present Town Hall, a very fine art exhibition
featuring the Glasgow Girls, women artists of the 20th century, many of whom had lived in or near
Kirkcudbright.
On our return to Barony College we took a scenic route through the forestry village of Ae and along
the shore of Loch Ettrick which we had had to miss the previous evening.
The 161st Annual General Meeting of the Association was held on this evening.
Friday July 11th
This was our longest journey, but it was a beautiful one through the moorland and forest around
New Galloway, through Newton Stewart and down to Whithorn at the mouth of the Solway Firth
which we reached in time for coffee and a welcome from Julia Muir Watt of the Whithorn Trust. We
all watched the new video introducing the site and its history: traditionally the cradle of Christianity
in Scotland, the ruins were first excavated in 1882 (the work paid for by the Marquis of Bute) and
again in the 1950s by Raleigh Radford; in the 1990s the Glebe field was excavated, revealing a large
cemetery and ancillary buildings.
The party was then divided into two for an alternating tour of the ruins and opportunity to eat our
picnic lunches in the comfort of the Trust’s upper room. In addition there were two very good
exhibitions to look at. One was a new display of the finds from the excavations placed within the
context of the early and later medieval historical sequences now revealed, and bringing the story up
to date with a discussion of the revival of pilgrimages and interest in the site in the late 19th and 20th
centuries. This had been provided with help from the National Museum of Scotland which had
temporarily loaned some pieces of late Roman silverware from the Traprain Law Treasure for
display. Historic Scotland had provided the other museum displaying the crosses and grave slabs
found around the church at Whithorn over the years. These provide the most tangible evidence for
the importance of the site.

A group of Cambrians with their volunteer guide from the Whithorn Trust prepare to enter the Abbey
gateway .
In mid afternoon we took the bus to look briefly at the Isle of Whithorn, the harbour where
medieval pilgrims landed on the final stage of their journey. We then turned to earlier periods with
a short visit to the Iron Age Promontory Fort at Ballalloch Point along the coast towards Port
William where we turned inland in the hope of seeing the cup and ring marked rocks at
Drumtroddan. Unfortunately it proved impossible to get the bus up the farm track and this had to
be abandoned, with much regret since these Bronze Age decorated rocks are an important feature
of the archaeology of SW Scotland and we had not seen any.
Fortunately the Torhouskie Stone Circle is right beside the road and on our route to it we passed
several cairns and standing stones which demonstrated that the centre of the Whithorn peninsula
had been quite a notable Bronze Age area. Frances Lynch spoke about this circle which had many
features of interest. It was a good ring of 19 glacial boulders, graded in height with the two tallest
ones at the NW. These stones were set on a low stony mound and in the central area, but not in the
centre, was a line of three boulders which appeared to be backed by a low ring cairn, recalling the
Recumbent Stone Circles of Aberdeenshire. The complexity of this arrangement suggested that the
monument might have been subject to re-building during quite a long history, as at Croft Moraig in
Perthshire. There was another line of three stones in the next field but it was judged that these
were unlikely to be prehistoric in origin, though a further group of three, across the road and
topping a slight rise as seen from Torhouskie circle, were more convincing and, together with two
round cairns close by, demonstrated that this was an area of quite intense ceremonial activity.

Membership and Meetings’ Secretary Frances Lynch Llewellyn in her element at Torhouse stone
circle.
Dinner had been arranged at the Imperial Hotel in Castle Douglas because of our distance from
Barony and this gave an air of celebration to our last night in Galloway. The following morning, with
the sun still shining, the party dispersed, with many thanks to Pearl Edgar and her staff at Barony
College for their warm welcome and care for us over the week of our stay.

